Infor SyteLine
Infor SyteLine is the solution of choice for over 5,000 manufacturers around the world. From repetitive to
engineer-to-order, Infor SyteLine enables the processes you need to accelerate production and meet customer
demand more quickly. Packaged with smart functionality to address the key challenges manufacturers face
today, Infor SyteLine requires less customization, shorter implementation time, and fewer IT resources to
maintain. That means an immediate return on your investment, and lower total cost of ownership over the long
term.
We have the software solutions to meet all of your Infor SyteLine needs depending on what version you are
using and give you immediate returns on you investment. From backend integration, to Browser/cloud
interface. We are able to provide you with a solution that will allow your data collection to continue with
seamless real-time integration into whatever version of Infor SyteLine you are on today or into the future, and
you can keep your existing hardware too!
Benefits:







Customer Focus:

Fast Implementation
Does not touch any of the backend code
Integrates with multiple databases
Supports Multiple languages
Supports all legacy mobile devices
Printing from any SyteLine screen

Key Features:

 Any SyteLine version
 Integrate with new Browser/cloud solution
 Allows you to upgrade and do your own
development in the future
 Works with ANY mobile device
 No custom coding, or API calls required
Partial List of Transactions Available:

 Real time integration into SyteLine
 Allows user to develop and maintain their
own data collection projects
 ODBC interface to external applications
 Ability to run stored procedures
 Browser integration does not touch back
end code.








Misc Receipt
PO Receipt with labels
Scan serial number lookup
Job Reporting
Move
Job On/Off

Infor SyteLine Success Story:
"QuikTrac-AI software solution has allowed us to integrate with our Infor SyteLine software in real-time and
eliminated hand writing down of transactions. We were able to eliminate the errors of manual entry into our
SyteLine system and improve our production reporting.
We know where our work order and inventory is at all time now because we scan everything and we have
eliminated all manual input into SyteLine and our accuracy is now up to 99%.
Play Power
Darin Reed
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